Quint

™

build a mosaic of
collaborative arrangements

Quint

™

…essential for collaboration environments

SMARTdesks designers looked to the ancient art of mosaic as inspiration for
Quint collaboration conference tables. Just as mosaics can be constructed with
tight or loose relationships, their proximity creates the unity or desired negative
space. Quint’s five-sided top is a minimum footprint size for a personal space.
The smooth-running lockable casters allow easy repositioning. Groups of any
size may be assembled, creating shapes that directly relate to communication
with unlimited possibilities.

Quint tops may be supported by fixed height legs, giving
a working height of 28 inches. The width of the top is 24
inches. When arranged tightly, the actual space around
the work area is greater giving users more elbow room in
a smaller space. Arranged loosely, the shape of the grouping is organic, dependent only on the users of the group
to arrange themselves conversationally. Quint establishes
a personal space that can be controlled by the users,
themselves, to reach a comfort zone for the group.
When an iPad flipIT® is installed, a hat channel makes a six inch clearance for the iPad® attached to the
rotating panel. For security and convenience, the iPad may be locked in the cloased position. The
iPad flipIT enclosure allows iPad to remain connected to power, supporting the iPad in landscape and
portrait positions, as well as the FaceTime camera.

Quint is also available with adjustable height bases. The
ratchet type height adjustment has an excursion of
twelve inches, making the working height 30 to 39.45
inches on a hat channel, or 24 to 33.45 inches without
the hat channel. Lift all the way to return to the lowest
setting; raising in 0.78” increments.
The ratchet base is German precision engineering.

The spring-pin height adjustable model has a
range of 22” to 28” in 1” increments. With iPad flipIT
and hat channel, add 6” for a range of 28” to 34”.

Quint

™

... is essential for flexibility
Just big enough for one user. Available with fixed
height or adjustable height legs, suitable for any
age. The five-sided tops fit together in groups of
four and eight, and string together for geometries
that make learning and working together fun.
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